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A New Technique for Measuring Air Change 
Rates in a Test House Using Video I maging 

Masaaki Ohba, Dr. Eng. Kenjl Irle 

ABSTRACT 

Video camera calibrations and field tests for air change 
rates in a test house were performed to develop a new method 
of measuring air change rates using a video imaging tech
nique. From the camera calibrations, it was found that good 
correlation was achieved between image signals and luminous 
reflectance of achromatic color chips by appropriately adjust
ing the pedestal level of the video camera so that the image 
signals were made equal to zero for the black level of the 
picture. Jn the.field tests, air change rates in the test house were 
measured from the decay curves of video image signals 
obtained by the step down method, assuming a perfect mixing 
of smoke particles inside the spaces. With the proposed video 
method, it was possible to measure air change rates with virtu
ally the same precision as derived from the decay curves of 
smoke particle numbers using an aerosol monitor. As a new 
tracer, smoke liquid mists without dirty residuals were also 
tested and compared to the gas method using SF6• It was thus 
verified that the video method using smoke liquid mists could 
also precisely measure air change rates with an error of less 
than 6% in comparison with the gas method. 

INTRODUCTION 

Indoor air is often polluted due to indoor air pollutants 
such as volatile organic compounds and formaldehyde emitted 
from newly produced indoor materials. Contaminated indoor 
air must be constantly changed with fresh outdoor air to main
tain indoor an air quality that is comfortable for residents. The 
air change rate is defined as the ratio of outdoor airflow rate to 
indoor air volume (Chapter 25, ASHRAE 1997). This ratio is 
considered to be an essential index, indicating an acceptable 
level of indoor air quality. Information on the required venti
lation rates for different types of buildings is provided in AN SU 

ASHRAE Standard 62-1989 (ASHRAE 1989), and ventilation 
designers must determine whether the required ventilation 
rates are achieved in buildings and houses. 

The tracer gas decay procedure using carbon dioxide is 
widely used in Japan for measuring air change rates in build
ings and other spaces (nS 1974; Fujii et al. 1967). This proce
dure is based on several assumptions, such as perfect mixing 
of tracer gas and zero absorption in building materials. There
fore, enough measuring points must be chosen, both vertically 
and horizontally, inside the spaces to obtain accurate average 
air change rates if uniform concentrations of tracer gas cannot 
be produced in large spaces such as atriums and factories. This 
must be done by equally dividing the inside spaces into small 
volumes. The air change rates occurring in natural ventilation 
change randomly, so at least five test runs must be conducted 
and averaged to comply with the Japanese Industrial Stan
dards. The current procedure requires a lot of time and labor 
to measure the average air change rates, especially if the 
measured spaces are large and natural rather than mechanical 
ventilation is used. 

The imaging technique is widely applied in a variety of 

engineering fields. Even inexpensive commercial video 
cameras have more than 250,000 pixels per video frame, 
corresponding to measuring points. The movement of indoor 
airflows is very slow, so video cameras with a recording speed 
of 30 Hz can accurately record the movement of tracer parti
cles inside spaces. 

The light-scattering technique was originally proposed 
by Rosensweig et al. (1961) and employed for the measure
ment of particle concentrations in turbulent flow fields 
(Becker et al. 1 %7; Long et al. 1981 ) . This technique utilizes 
the fact that the intensity of the scattered light reaching a photo 
multi.plier is linearly related to the number of light-scattering 
particles in a control volume. In the photo multiplier, electric 
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signals are converted into image signals through the photo
electric conversion system. They confiniie(l 1that the signal 
was proportional to the gas concentration if the smoke parti
cles mixed perfectly with the surrounding gas. Huber (1988) 
and Lee et al. (1991) applied the video image techniques to the 
concentration measurements in building wakes. Lee not¢d that 
the nonlinear relation between smoke intensity and vertically 
integrated concentration occurred in building wakes at .iJ. high 
smoke intensity level. 

Ohba studied three-dimensional characteristics of natural 
ventilation in half-enclosed buildings using video imaging 
techniques in wind tunnel experiments (1993). For the 
measurement of air change rates, Ohba and Irie (1996, 1998) 
researched the video image method in a cross-ventilation 
model setting in a wind 'tunnel, using a laser light sheet and 
decay curves of image signals. TP�.y, found that the image 

, ,;J,.. method could prec�ely.measure th�.,air change rates with an 
error of less than 9%, in comparison with those obtained, by the 
C2H4 gas method using a high-speed hydrocarbon analyzer, if 
the pedestal levtl of the camera was appropriately adjusted. 

The objective of this study was to �develop a Ilew video 
method for measuring the air change rates in actua.1>.buildings 
and other spaces;not using decay curves of ga.s or smoke parti
cle concentrations but those of image si�. T)lis techn.i,que 
was 'then applied ic/the evalu�on of i�doo.{ air quality 
because not enougn similar studies have ��n consiucted 

' 'f • . '. 
(Anderson et al. 1991). .�· •n, . 

MASS BALANCE MODEL 
,,. 

The following assumptions are made in developing the 
mass balance model. · 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Instant and uniform mixing of tracer gas with �doq�:ii[ 
after emission 

. .. · · · 
No tracer gas absorption o'Oto'indoor surfaces 
No chemical reactiontwith build.mg'materials �- ·. ,.,1! 
No temperature difference between inlet and ,outlet � , 

... � ) .r .... \. 

It is difficult to realize the fourth assumption in. adfual 
situations (Sandberg et 

_
al. 198�), 

c
but the �P�!�?'-imatio�U� 

frequently used to achieve a sunpler mass baJance model. 
Figure 1 is a sk�tc�,qfthe mass biilance in a room. 'l'racet gas 
is emitted, ,at an< .. �mission rate of M from a floEJtl source:· 
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Figure 1 Mas� balance 'Of pbllutant in a room. 
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Narazaki (1961) expressed the following equation of the mass 
balance in steady state:. 

Mdt + C0 Qdt- CQdt = Vdc (1) 

where 
v = indoor air volume, i.e., the entire air volume of a 

space or builcfufg (m3), 
c = indoor concentration (m3 /m3), 
co = outdoor concentration (m3/m3), 
M = emission rate of tracer gas (m3/s), 

Q = ventilation rate (m3/s), 
t = time (s). 

When C is equivalent to �1 in the.ipitial condition, the 
following equation is obtained: � 

C = C0 + (C1 -C0)exp(-Qt/V) +Ml� [l -��p(-Qt/V)]. (2) 
If tracer emission stops after mixing, the third term on.the' right 
side of Equation 2 disappears. Then, 

(3) 
Next, the relationship between the concentration of (C-C0) 
andJj.me, t, is plotted on semilogarithmic graph paper. The air 
change rate, QlV, is derived from the slope. '; 

. log(C.::: ,C0) = 
.
log(C1 - C0) - Qt/V. 

OUTLINE OF EXPER.iMENTS 
-:: 

Video Image Analysis System· • 
'· 

(4) 

. ,. - ·- . �"' . . ,( 
_·' Th{ video -camera us.� ;�� � high-resolutio!l charge

coupi�-fievice (CCD) w�th a·76� x f!.?� pixel imager, an S'/N 
ratlo 6f 60 dB, and an f-stop from 1.8 to 16. It was \1Sed with .. ; . 
the automatic gain control off so that consistent quantitative 
measurement could be· made. A·'Conttol"'imit remotely regu
lated the white-black balance and th��..Pedestal level of the 
camera becan�t�<it!tfuV.��ra WjlS l?cattd.insi�� a box adjacent 
to the window during the field oxpe�nts, as· shown in 
Figure 2. A sJ�da.,rd. ��·cass���- reco�er couid,i:c.cord the 
pictures on a Beta video tape afa recordihg' speed of 30 Hz. 

The video im�ge anyy§i; sy�tenr was 'c0mposed of an 
image!ifroce5sor With 1C8"'mon�-color-'tr:.l@...es.J>f analog-digi
tal converters with 512 x 481 p�els:antl=a computexi:Wiih 32-
bit precision. The image picture was digj.tj;re� �� &,-bitp�i
sion and normalized by 256, conv�g to image signals iii the 
range from O.Oto 1.0. It took25.6 seconds toconvert768 vipeo 
pictures into digiiiltiftlage fram:es'(diiba1'f996;� ··.i:.· N: · ·. 

A:Te•t f'tcii:ls� .. ·. ;..r () .: ' .;:. i.: ,,;·'.:.-•. . :.:n· .. 1c ' ·. '· . 

i.j· _.;-::..,!!Jr;,,' .... 1 : ! ��1f1··�·; ·;,. l;"�J .. · r."·· � r 
..... The tc;.st house1had·a shed_,roof with a· ·space voluni� of 

444 m3 �it,A �o do9rs and.a long,top light wi'Jidow,'as· s'riow.n 
i.p iji� �: ,�e window, ·was·.;-covered with black ·paper to 
shi�ld:i1�.g�§t-solar radiation.t'o. keep -the indoor illUmi.nance 
constant,duJil1.g tbdield runs!.fl'h�walls·behind tlfo'sampling 
posjtj.on were also�verediwith Iow-teflective 15lack ciittains 
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Figure 2 Test house with shed roof. (a) Out of view. (b) Test house section. 

to provide a very low reflectance background against the 
smoke, which could be well observed and photographed. Five 
spotlights with a power equivalent to 2500 W were also set and 
adjusted by a voltage controller to visualize the smoke move
ment. In addition, six sets of exhaust fans were attached to the 
opf)ning of the exit door for mechamcal ventilation. 

�· 
METHOD 

Video Camera Calibration 
The entire video system was calibrated a8 a single 'unit 

using the 36 steps of achromatic color chips before the field 
tests were run. As shown in Figure 3, th�. chips pnder nonre
flecting glass on the desk were illuminated from 45 angles by 
incandescent lamps and pboto�a-�med with th'( video _carp.�a 
at a height of 0.7 m above the desk. The image signals at a 
point including the neigbbo�8 �ix�ls were c.�culated by 
the averaging process. The sampling frequel!CY was 30 Hz, 
and;the sampling·�·ewa.S�eveijct·�econds to inve_stigat� �e 
effects of reflectance,·darneta'f!stop, and light ij.).unlinanre on 

·the image signals of'.the video earner.a. 1� :l. "· .r· · 

, - ;  
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After photographing the background without smoke in . 'ar•(})" 'S'!; the test house, smoke candles were lit and produCed white 
s�qJce,.for 9Q. secon,ds .. D.uring. the emission, the smoke was 
com�le��ly .ajxed with theindoot air using a.mixing fan. ·�r 
the mixing fan st9ppe4 and two doors. were openedi·the sti16ke 
was e7UJausted by mechankvl:fans:When recordihg;.rounter 
numbers were also ��cordedolithe tape ia·easfily determin�'the 
star,t �e an'1' Qie stqp time, Spotlights were pr6jected:ftom 

near the camera position into the sampling point. The effect of 
buoyancy on the smoke movement due to the illumination was 
not observed in -the vidto pictuieS. The video images corre-• ' �"I ! 4 I spond to the horizontally·integratec1·concentration of smoke 
particles. The image signals at a measurin!? point were calcu
lated by the averaging process including the neighboring 8 
pixels: The sample interval was five seconds. The spatial reso
lution was 3 mm x'4·mm per pixel. 

· 'As·a non-odorous tracer to cut off the tracer's resiO.ual and 
. maintain' the ;measured spaces clean, smoke liqitid ntlst 
e-Onsisting of propylene glyc9l was fesie,d. This is often .used 
for stage�ff'ects' in live theater.' The traeer was released from 
a cdtlfrnerciatiy available' smoke genel'a,tor,. and the video 
images were recorded on the tape. 

Smoke Particle Measurements 
.')ri.' '?To verify the measurement:�ccuracy of the vid Q.me,thod, 
an aerosol monitor measured smoke particle concentrations 
simultaneously with the video measurement. After perfect 
1i:iixing of the candle smoke in the house, the samples of air 
containing.the smoke pa.rtlcl�1were drawn to an aerosol moni
tor through tubing by .A small sample pump. The measuring 
height was 1.2 m. The accumlilated particle numbers relating 
to ·'the: particle concentrations were read at intervals of 10 
seconds, 

· 1••r . ,:r. .:· ���-'.Conc!.-':l�ration Measurements .. .., 

"· � ·Wb�Ji the smoke liquid mists were used 'as· the tracer, the 
aer:-O�ol rnQnitor could not measure the rillst concentrations. 
The aerosol monitor was replaced, and an SF6 analyzer was 
used to verify th.e measurement accuracy of the video method .. 
The tracer gas SF 6 was i'!leased with sID.olce liquid mists at a 
flow rate of 1.6 liters per minute unti). the constant room 
concentration corresponded to 10 ppm. ';F,hy sample air was 
detected by a multi-gas monitor capable of measuring gas 
concentrations in the ange of 50, ppb �to 50 ppm simulta
neously with the video. measurement. The samplir\g interval 
was 60 seconds because of the 19w monitor response. 

Reference Wind Measurements 
The refere�ce wind velocity and direction were measured 

at a height of 25.2 m using a two-dimensional supersonic 
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anemometer above the building adjacent to the test house. The 
test house was surrounded by three-story university puildings 
so that the effect of the reference wind on the air change rates 
was considered to be negligible. 

Experimental Conditions for the Air Change Rates 

The field experimental conditions are listed inAI'able.1 and -· .,,_, ... � �· 
Table 2. Table l is for smoke candles used as a tracer. The wind 
directions varied between north and south, while the wind 
ve).�city was in the r�ge from calm to 5.0 m/s. The illumina
tion was keP,t at 625 lux. The f-stop and lens were set to 2.8 mm 
and 20 mm, respectively, keeping a distance o_f 3.8 m between 
the-�iimera and the photographed objects. A test run took 15 
to 35 minutes. A total of eight test runs was conducted by vary
ing the number of operating exhaust fans. Mechanical ven�
lation rather than natural ventilation was mainly used durin.g 
the measurements. Table 2 is for smoke liquid mists and SF6 
gas used as the tracers. The wind directions varied between 
north and south. The wind velocity was in the range from 1.3 
m/s to 2.6 m/s. The illumination and camera were in the same 
condition as those in Table 1. A test run took 18 to 38 minutes. 
A total of four test runs was conducted. 

I 't • . 4'•·' '\"' 
J •• TABLE 1 , -

Experimental Cotiditio
.
ns for 'Smpke, f���1les as Tracer 

Test 
Run 

1 
2 
3 
4., 
5 
6 
7 

8 

Test 
Run 

9 
10 
11 
12 

4 

- .
. 

.Referenc 
' . 

Number of Top Light Wllld V'clocity 
Exhaust Fans Wmdow .. (mis) 

5.0 
2 Closed 0.5 

4.3 
0.7 

4 Closed . 3.2 
� ' 1.3 

Opened 1.2 

-�------- Opened Calm. --
TABLE2 

Experimemal Conditions for 
S��e Liquid Mists as Tracer 

Wind 

WmcC._ 
Directi9n 

SW::... 

NW·-t;; 
s -

·.- NNW 
w 

� . N'1�r,-· <. 

SSW 
,- NNW 

·. 
,\. 

. , - · 

Reference Wmd -·!i:r ! 
Num_�l'.Q( Top Light Wmd Velocity -Wind 

Exhaus� Fans Window (mis) �irection 

2 ' u: '-• 2.6 s 
posed 

1.3 sE':,:" 
4 

1.3 NNE 
6 

Opened 
1.5 N 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -
P.,,ot�!§!ctric Conversion of Video Camera · ·• . Y 

The brightness on the camera's image surface is related to 
illumination; reflectance, and camera f-stop by the following 
equation (Okazaki and Taniguti 1988): 

· 

. ;� . l 1 

J =ER T /{ 4(m + 1)2F2}, (5) 

where 'Ui 
•�I� 

J = illuminance on camera's image surface (lux), j 

E = 

R = 

T = 

m = 
F = 

illuminance of photographed objects (lux), 
reflectance, 
camera transmittance, 
camera magnificati-On; 
camera f-stop. · :: 

:•ti. 

l=k JY 

I . .  .f,,; }:�age signal or image;jntensity, . : 

k =:J .c�fficient, . :W ' -

'Y • _ ,:z:: " gamma coefficient. ' - - · · .J 

(6) 
'� '1 

... 

Therefore, the;magnitu&fof ufe 'iirtage �ignals or image 
intensities are proportfonal'. to th� pdwer''or:tbe eolor chip's' 
reflectance �d also"t8' the power of'il:ie color chlp;�)llwiri
n-iilice: ·Figure' 4 sliowid:he r�iatloiisliip between the11image 
si�a1S-and the illunimance"ofth Munsell "chfomaticd� ofo{ 
cliip equivhlent·. 0 at:Uidex of s."Th�i.Uclhinance ranged fr6m 
20fo�·td7001U.X. t'lie'ima# signalsih'tiie entire vi8eo system 
follow�<P a 'pt>wet:t>t iliumuiali.¢e ie1anoiiship ¥JW.vat��i. �q 
OC6:r;tiedfte8pondirik-f6"a'· gamiiiart!6effi:Hent th�t is normailY,' o�·; . n.' :• ·. ! :.:.·-:r · \: l. , �. - • � ..... ' . ,1,:.. u:·� :�r"" . '•1\-:.'�t.: 

. ·;·'Fi� 5 an'il o shb� ·tli�� relafiori ·of'fhe im�ge �i���� t6'. 
me1Munse11 iiiaex -andThe t&iifuouS' �c!fleeiao:c�· M llie achro-. 
matic color chips:"Tbe 'i:lfumiDaii.&? on '.the"tlfipsn>�il_s· ke;t at' 
450 lm. The 'f-stop"•�b 2:8 ind�e lens was 20 mrii. ·If the 

' . • ' ... ::.. '" ,• , . � ! \ . �J' .. ;; 
-
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Fig.-,,e 4" Relationship between illuminance on' Munsell 
1. � • ,., achromatic c;(j[{Jt cliip and iniagilsignalS'. :· · 



image sensitivity of the camera could not be regulated 
correctly, the dark current caused nonlinearity at low reflec
tance, as shown by the white cireles in Figures 5 and 6. The 
image signal for a luminous reflectance of zero was adjusted 
to zero by tuning the pedestal level that can control ,the low
intensity values. Then, as shown by the black circles, the 
signal gain at the higher level increased a little bit, but the 
linearity at the lower level was improved. 

The image signals were found to be proportional to the 
inverse of the f-stop in the range of 1.8 :::;; F :::;; 16 with a power 
of 1.13; as shown in Figure 7. 

Air Change Rates for Smoke Candles as Tracer 
For gaseous diffusion near.rut isolated stack, the diffusion 

region was very narrow so thatadequate density distributions 
of laser power made it possible to take clear pictures (Ohba 
1992, 1995). The diffusion thickness did not adversely affect 
the production of constant illumination distritmtions. There
fore, ray extinction due to lighting sc�ttering was considered 
to be negligible for the isolated stack model. However, for 
enclosed spaces such as a test house, the smoke particles were 
stored inside spaces and mixed with the indoor air. The smoke 
particles diffused in the whole of the enclosure so that the light 
scattering might have worse effects on the decay curves of 
image signals. Therefore, the performance bf photoelectric 
conversion for the camera was regulated well by tuning the 
pedestal level and f-stop. The background level was adjusted 
to less than 0.04. Figure .8 shows typical decay curves for the •· :J a < 
��ge signals. Th� pack!}Tound level iric;J.icatyd by 10 i;i Figiµe 
8 �as subtra'cted from ttie originitl image. s��· 1Jlis ¢'ected 
thC? di�tributions at the :fo'f'.�r. ey�l because, of the 8:bi� preci
sio� of ,the ·�og-c;tigi� .s�n'(��·i:�en calc��ting.;the 
regression cur\.e by th� le�t �quares. met\lod. the i>ta$n..B.POint; 
"':'�- �bosen as 9�% of ��· ma.xi,mllP:l .image sigi;1al�, ·to aypid: 
the eguilib�:wn rang�,pf maximum, im�ge �igna.ls, oo.d tjl� eµd 
��int ��sett?.JJ1e �'¥_1l·�age:si�.�p1�tcpuld�tain · 
l ineantY m the range. The unage signal decay for the e1ght!J· 
t�t � i_s !h9� in :fiw.if� a,-i�h�re:thHf�ferY,n.�e-ve�ocitywas 
calm aaj tn���c� relltil,�pn }f,as m�y, Pe.�ormed. The 
air �hangc:'rate��as equaJi t?��6:·? timqs �hour. . . - -, • 

Figµre Q 1sho\.\j.S �e ��pa� distribµp.on of s_i:noke pa,¢cle · 
concentrations' meas\ired simultaneously with the image 
signals in Figure 8. The sampling interval was.JO se.��>nds. The 
decay of particl� numbers continued for 900 seconds,' and the 
slope was the same ak that� figure 8. The air change rate w�� 
17 .4 times an hour. · · · · -. 

Figure 10 compares:$' change rat�· obtained by t!te·vidcil 
image method with those obtained by the smoke :.particle 
method. The measured air change rates by the aerosol _monitor 
were in the range from 3.8 times an hour to 17 .2 times an hour. 
The regression-curve· was obtained as·follows:·- -- --, 

· 

NiJ='ji.l'l'Nf n:: (7) 

It proved th_at the p,i;oposed method:.could be used,-to 
measure air,�hange.rates with.virtually the same precision as 
the method using the decay curves of smoke particle concen-
4233 
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Figure 5 Relationship between Munsell ·index of 
achromatic color chips and image -Signals. " 
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Figure 8 Decay distribution of image signals for smoke � 
- candles as tracer. 
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Figure 9 Decay distribution of smoke particle 
concentrations for smoke candles�as tracer. 

,r· .l.: 
trations. Therefore, the image method is �Qllcluded to be very 
reliable for measuring air change rates. . 

''·' 

Air Change Rates'for'Smoke Liquid Mists)as Tracer 

Smoke candles are widely used in field experiments as the 
tracerfor visualizing flow patterns. Howeve�. many unplea.S
ant .rij�iduafa remained after 1he experiments. Therefore, 
smoke liquid mi�ts were testea experimentally a5 new tracers. 
The diameters of the mists were in the range between 0.25 µm 
and 1.75 µm.(Ohba 1996),:�hic�is tho_Y.ghtto 9,e smaller than 
those of smoke candles (Shllyizu, 1976) ll�a��1Hhe scatter
ing s�n&!h 9f l!ght i�J>ropo���to th�,sgp"f.e of tl}e particle 
diameters; tlie image signals for the smo�.liqu�4 ¥.�;were 
redu��d sharply at the lower level; as sho"";n � Fi���\ more 
than those for the candle smoke. It was the eleventh run in 
Table 2, where the�background lev.el· /0 was zero' and tlle;hl'r 
change rate was 9.4 times an hmn:. The measurement:ateuracy 
of the video method was inveStigated:in co_mparison·.with the 
SF6 tracer gas I.DetQ.od, �shown in_Figure 12. Jhe regn;.� �o� 
curve obtained, sh'6�.ii iii Pigure 13� is as folf ows: " · · 

5 .. · � ·  , ;  -·: .- , •  ' ·  ' .. .  �.:� 

Ng=0.94Nt 
. l,. {t+ ··�('",!.:,· , -· �":;;i(_ ��·,·�t..!l".�\_'\I•, 

(8) 

It was found that the proposed method coulq b�. us� to 
measure air change rates with \}rrruany ili� �llII\e·precisioii aS 
the tracer� method. · :: ,·;• .. . · ; �, ·: -

CONCLUSIONS 
I'; ... \. �\ ! -: ', \! � � ... ·. 

·· Camera calibrations have sho\vn tliat good c:ohei'ati-6� 'rs 
achieved between image signals and luminousTeflectailce of 
achJ9matic color c�ps by �eqnateh' adjusti�g��_e,�e!ital 
!evel of the '1,deq cam�ra,�o)}l�t ·��Jmage. sigpa,ls .are made 
equal to ze\� .• {Q�.µte blac\c \evel qf. tl:\e :,Pic,tt¥e· 1J:?e image 
signals were iilso in-proportion to the illumip.�ce·and to the 
inverse of the camera f-stop. . 

The 'effect oftight-scattering on the'im�ge sikna1-in a: test 
house co'tild be remeved by ade�iiately �g·the"�era's 
pedestal-level aiid:f-stop. :· ' ·�\1 :·· ' ..: 

Th�:Vi.Cleo iciage·rnethod could measure au change"rates 
wi� virtually the saJlly precision� the method.susing the d�y 
curves of gas concentrations or smoke particle concen.tlJltions. 
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Figure 10 Relationship benreen air change rates by 

smoke particle method and by. video image 
method. 
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Compared to the precision of the tracer g� method, it is 
true that the proposed method has disadvantages, such as low 
image precision, because image pictures can be digitized with 
only 8-bit precision. Even when considering this low resolu
tion, the video image decay method is expected to be reliable 
for measuring air change rates. The major advantage of the 
video method is that it is possible to obtain detailecVinforma
tion at one time about air change rates in large spaces for eval
uating ventilation performance. Another advantage is that 
image instruments are less expensive than concentration 
instruments for SF6 bi:,cause current image technology 
provides users with low-cost computers and videos. Thus, in 
the near future, image methods such as the gas concentration 
method are expected to become useful methods for air change 
rate measurements. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
C = gas concentration (m3/m3)" 
I = image signal or image intensity 
I0 :' = image signal for inlage picture with<?ut tracer8 
N = air change rate (times/hour) ' '· 

Subscripts - �-
' ' 

g = gas method ... 

p 

= video image method for ,smoke-p'aii:icles:'or smoke 
liqlri;� mists a.Siracers · 

. 
= smoke patticfo method · 
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